FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

CX6547_SPRO_UT
MINI ELEPHANTS
2/3 YARD

CX4844_CORAL
SLENDER STRIPE
1/2 YARD (BINDING)

SC5333_MIDNITE
COTTON COUTURE
1 YARD

CX6548_SPRO_UT
MINI LIONS
2/3 YARD

CX6548_CORAL
MINI LIONS
2/3 YARD

CX5514_SPRO_UT
PINHEAD
1 YARD

DC6512_CORAL
SUN TILES
1 YARD (BORDER)

CX4835_SPRO_UT
TINY HOUNDSTOOTH
2 1/2 YARDS (BACKING)

YOU WILL ALSO NEED:
3 1/2 YARDS OF 17" WIDE FUSIBLE WEB
(I USE HEAT N BOND LEATHER LITE)

This pattern uses the Creative Grids-
Circle Savvy Ruler
(CGRSAV1)

© Swirly Girls Design, Inc. Permission is granted to shop owners and teachers to make copies for promotional or educational purposes. This pattern may not be reproduced for commercial purposes.
Zoo Littles
50” x 50”

Cutting:
WOF = Width of Fabric

From CX6547_Sprout Mini Elephants:

From CX6548_Sprout Mini Lions:

From CX6548_Coral Mini Lions:

From CX5514_Sprout Pinhead:

From SC5333_Midnite Cotton Couture:

From DC6512_Coral Sun Tiles:
Cut [5] 5-1/2” x WOF strips (border)

From CX4844_Coral Slender Stripe:
[6] 2-1/2” x WOF strips (binding)

From 17” wide fusible web:
Cut [1] 10-3/4” x 17” strips; subcut [64] 2-3/4” x 10-3/4” rectangles

Fusing Rectangles:

Place the Creative Grids™ Circle Savvy Ruler onto a fused rectangle at a 45° angle and aligning the FOLD LINES of the 15” slot on the bottom corners of the rectangle. Cut the arc using the 15° slot.

Repeat to cut a total of:

Remove paper backing from a Sprout arc. Center arc along the bottom edge of a 10-1/2” Coral Mini Lions square and fuse. Repeat with remaining edges of square.

Using a blanket stitch or zig zag stitch, sew down the curved edge of each arc.

Arrange blocks as shown below. Sew blocks together in to horizontal rows and press seams open. Sew rows together and press seams open to complete quilt center.

Sew [5] 5-1/2" x WOF border strips together end to end. Cut two 5-1/2" x 40-1/2" borders and sew to each side of quilt center. Press toward borders.

Cut two 5-1/2" x 50-1/2" borders and sew to top and bottom of quilt center. Press toward borders to complete quilt top.